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We derive a large-strain plate model that allows to describe transient, coupled processes involving
elasticity and solvent migration, by performing a dimensional reduction of a three-dimensional poroe-
lastic theory. We apply the model to polymer gel plates, for which a specific kinematic constraint and
constitutive relations hold. Finally, we assess the accuracy of the plate model with respect to the parent
three-dimensional model through two numerical benchmarks, solved by means of the finite element
method. Our results show that the theory offers an efficient computational framework for the study of
swelling-induced morphing of composite gel plates.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The analysis of plates and shells undergoing large strains has
attracted a considerable research effort, especially in computa-
tional mechanics [1e5]. So far, attention has been essentially
restricted to hyperelastic and viscoelastic materials, including
rubber-like materials. On the other hand, in the context of thin
elastic structures consisting of polymer gels, where rubber-like
elasticity is coupled with the motion of a fluid that causes the
material to swell, large-strain poroelastic plate models are needed.
The complexity of current theories of polymer gel swelling [6e8]
stems from their non-linear, multiphysics and three-dimensional
character and typically demands for computationally intensive
numerical solutions [9e11]. In partial response to these issues, the
formulation of dimensionally-reduced theories, including poroe-
lastic plate theories [12], will allow to develop efficient computa-
tional models, and occasionally to gain insight from analytical or
semi-analytical solutions, which are seldom found for three-
dimensional models.

In this spirit but in a different context, a number of plate and
shell models has been developed in recent years to describe the
mechanics of thin elastic bodies undergoing material growth
io A, et al., Large-strain poro
posites Part B (2016), http://
[13e15]. These models were mainly motivated by the study of
shape formation and mechanical instabilities in natural and bio-
logical thin structures [16]. Later, these theories have been applied
to model shape morphing of responsive gels by regarding swelling
as the result of growth [17,18] or distortion [19e21]. Specifically, in
such applications, photolitographic patterning of the cross-linking
density of thin gel membranes [22e24] and, more generally,
fabrication of composite thin gel structures enable three-
dimensional transformations through non-homogeneous or
anisotropic swelling. Despite their success in reproducing experi-
mental results, these models do not include any thermodynamic
treatment of swelling and, as a result, they lack the relation
between elasticity of the network and degree of swelling. Such
relation is usually introduced phenomenologically through exper-
imental calibration. Finally, all the proposed growth-based models
lack an evolution structure, since they do not include the balance of
solvent mass, and thus only allow to study the equilibrium shapes
of swelling plates [25]. Transient swelling processes are funda-
mental, for instance, in the toughening of homogeneous [26] and
composite gels [27,28].

Motivated by the observations above, herewe introduce a large-
strain plate theory for polymer gels obtained by consistent
dimensional reduction of the three-dimensional, coupled
elasticity-solvent migration model established in Ref. [8]. Our
theory is not restricted to static equilibrium shapes, but it is also
suitable for the study of approach to equilibrium and transient
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2016.09.063
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phenomena. This work extends the recent results presented in
Ref. [29], where a membrane theory for swelling polymer gels has
been introduced. Our deductive strategy of dimensional reduction
employs the weak formulation of the three-dimensional governing
equations as a tool to derive the local balance laws for the plate,
including the balance of forces, moments and solvent mass. The
same deductive approach is employed to obtain the dimensionally
reduced counterpart of the three-dimensional swelling constraint,
which relates the solvent volume fraction to the volume change of
the plate. Thermodynamical consistency is guaranteed through the
dissipation inequality, which provides the appropriate constitutive
equations for the plate theory, upon introducing for the state var-
iables the same representations along the thickness as those used
for the virtual fields. We specialize the constitutive equations for
polymer gel plates by employing the Flory-Rehner free energy. In
the last section, we study three numerical benchmarks to validate
the present plate theory with respect to the parent three-
dimensional model. In particular, we show how the proposed
plate model can be employed as a computational tool for the shape
programming of composite gel plates.
2. Geometry and kinematics of the plate

The ambient space of our theory is represented by the three-
dimensional Euclidean point space E , whose associated space of
translations is denoted by V . Unless otherwise stated, free Latin
indices range over {0,1,2}, free Greek indices range over {1,2}, and the
standard summation convention over repeated indices is employed.
Explicit dependence on time of the fields of interest is omitted.

In its reference configuration, the plate occupies a cylindrical
region B of height h and mid-surface S . For convenience in later
computations we parametrize the mid-surface through a generic
coordinate system (s1,s2) ranging in a domain M3ℝ2. Denoting by
�rðsÞ the point on S identified by the coordinates s¼(s1,s2) and
letting �n denote the unit vector orthogonal to S , we can write the
typical point of the plate as

�zðs; zÞ ¼�rðsÞ þ z�n; (1)

with z ranging in the interval (�h/2,þh/2). We assume that the
function�r : M/S is smooth enough so that the forthcoming dif-
ferential operations performed on�r make sense.

Expression (1) provides a parametrization in terms of co-
ordinates (s1,s2,z) for the reference configuration B of the plate.
The spatial dependence of a (scalar, vectorial, or tensorial) field f
defined on B is expressed using this coordinate system, and we
write f;a ¼ vf

vsa and f;3 ¼ vf
vz
. In particular, we denote by

�ga ¼�z;a ¼�r;a;�g3 ¼�z;3 ¼�n

the referential covariant basis.
With this notation, we can write the area element of the refer-

ence base surface as da ¼ �Gds1ds2, with �G ¼�g1 ��g2$�n. Moreover,
we denote by n(s) the outward unit normal to vS at�zðsÞ, and by [

the arc-length parameter of vS . Calculus in curvilinear coordinates
yields the formulas

Vf ¼ Vsf þ f;35�n; Vsf ¼ f;a5�ga; (2)

(here, the tensor product between a scalar and a vector is the
standard multiplication) where the formulas

�g1 ¼ �G
�1
�g2 ��n; �g2 ¼ �G

�1
�n��g1; �g3 ¼�n: (3)

express the standard contravariant basis.
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The configuration of the plate is described, at each time, by the
pair of fields (z(s,z),c(s,z)), where z(s,z) is the deformation of the
plate and c(s,z) is the solvent concentration per unit reference vol-
ume. Plate theories are usually generated by approximating z(s,z)
with an expression involving a finite number of fields that depend
on s only. The theory we propose in this paper approximates z(s,z)
with the expression

zðs; zÞ ¼ rðsÞ þ z

�
1þ dðsÞ

2
z

�
dðsÞ (4)

involving three fields: the placement of the mid-surface r : M/E ,
the director d : M/V , and the scalar corrector field d : M/ℝ. In
what follows, we denote by aa ¼ r,a the covariant basis of the
tangent plane to the current configuration of the mid-surface. Ac-
cording to (4) the deformation gradient can be expressed as

F ¼ Vz ¼ ga5�ga þ g35�n; (5)

where

ga ¼ aa þ z

�
1þ d

2
z

�
d;a þ z2

d;a
2

d; g3 ¼ ð1þ zdÞd; (6)

is the current covariant basis. The vector g3(s,z) represents the
image under the deformation z(s,z) of an infinitesimal material fi-
ber initially placed at�zðs; zÞ and parallel to�n. As is apparent from (6)
the fiber becomes parallel to d and undergoes a non-uniform
stretch:

l3ðs; zÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F�n$F�n

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g3ðs; zÞ$g3ðs; zÞ

p
¼ jð1þ dðsÞzÞdðsÞj;

(7)

which does not vanish within the interval [�h/2,h/2] provided that
jd(s)j<2/h. The introduction of the scalar field d in the kinematics of
the plate results into a 7-parameter (the other six parameters are
the three components of the displacement uðsÞ ¼ rðsÞ ��rðsÞ of the
base surface and the three components of the deformed director
d(s)) theory that has been shown to be effective in avoiding locking
problems [1] in compressible materials, without performing any
manipulation of the three-dimensional constitutive equations
before dimensional reduction. Typically, in models using a plane-
strain (constant thickness) kinematics, locking is avoided by
enforcing the plane-stress hypothesis at the three-dimensional
level, which is not compatible with plane-strain, but leads never-
theless to a theory that provides accurate results in many cases.

For the sake of calculation, we shall oftentimes find it is
convenient to rewrite the deformation as

zðs; zÞ ¼ rðsÞ þ zd1ðsÞ þ
z2

2
d2ðsÞ; d1≡d; d2≡dd: (8)

Then, letting bF ¼ Vsr ¼ aa5�ga, we can rewrite (5) as

F ¼ bF þ zVsd1 þ
z2

2
Vsd2 þ ðd1 þ zd2Þ5�n: (9)

As we will see in Section 5, this two-director representation of F is
particularly suitable to express the reduced constitutive equations.

Further, we take the concentration c to be linearly dependent on
the thickness coordinate:

cðs; zÞ ¼ c0ðsÞ þ zc1ðsÞ: (10)

Importantly, we observe that, in principle, neither (4) nor (10) are
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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necessary for the determination of the balance equations of the
plate theory from the principle of virtual power, since for that aim
only the representations of the virtual fields are involved. Thus, the
use of (4), (10) is effectively restricted to performing explicit in-
tegrations along the thickness in the derivation of reduced consti-
tutive equations (see Section 5).
3. Balance equations

3.1. Balance of forces and moments

Following [30,31], we derive the balance of forces and moments
for the plate-like body B starting from the principle of virtual
power

I h
mðM ; ~vÞ ¼ W h

mðM ; ~vÞ; (11)

which states the equality between the virtual expenditures of in-
ternal mechanical power

I h
mðM ; ~vÞ ¼

Z
M

Zh=2
�h=2

S$V~v dzda (12)

and external mechanical power

W h
mðM ; ~vÞ ¼

Z
M

Zh=2
�h=2

f$~v dzdaþ
Z
M

ðt$~vÞj±h
2
da

þ
Z
vM

Zh=2
�h=2

t$~v d[; (13)

for any virtual velocity field ~v. Here, S is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress
and the system of external forces is represented by the body force f
acting on B and the surface traction t acting on vB . The crucial
point when using (11) is to restrict test velocities to those
compatible with the kinematic constraint that generates the the-
ory. Here, consistent with the expression (8) of the deformation of
the plate, we assume that, for s fixed, the virtual velocity field is a
quadratic polynomial of z:

~vðs; zÞ ¼ ~v0ðsÞ þ z~v1ðsÞ þ
z2

2
~v2ðsÞ; (14)

so that the internal virtual power expended is

Z
M

Zh=2
�h=2

"
S$

 
Vs~v0 þ z Vs~v1 þ

z2

2
Vs~v2

!#
dzda

þ
Z
M

Zh=2
�h=2

½s$ð~v1 þ z~v2Þ�dzda;

(15)

where S ¼ S�P, s ¼ S�n with �P ¼�ga5�ga the in-plane projector.
Introducing the stress resultants1
1 Following standard convention we set 0!¼1. As a rule, given a field 4(s,z) we let
4ðiÞðsÞ ¼

Z h=2

�h=2

zi

i!
4ðs; zÞdz denote its moment of order i with respect to the variable

z.
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SðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
Sðs; zÞdz; (16a)

sðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
sðs; zÞdz; (16b)

we can recast (15) as

ImðM ; ~viÞ ¼
Z
M

�
SðiÞ$Vs~vi þ sð0Þ$~v1 þ sð1Þ$~v2

�
da: (17)

Likewise, introducing the bulk force resultants

f ið Þ sð Þ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
fðs;zÞdzþ

 
zi

i!
tðs;zÞ

!
z¼�h

2

þ
 
zi

i!
tðs;zÞ

!
z¼h

2

(18)

defined for s2M , and the boundary force resultants

tðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
tðs; zÞdz (19)

defined for s2vM , we can write the external power as

W mðM ; ~viÞ ¼
Z
M

�
fðiÞ$~vi

�
daþ

Z
vM

�
tðiÞ$~vi

�
d[: (20)

When deriving balance equations in strong form by exploiting
the arbitrariness of the virtual fields, some care is required, because
the virtual velocities ~v1 and ~v2 are not independent. Indeed, it holds
~v2 ¼ ~ddþ d~v1, since d2 ¼ dd. Substitution of this relation into the
virtualepower functionals (17) and (20), yields, for the internal
power

I 0
m

�
M ;~v0;~v1;~d

�
¼
Z
M

�
N$Vs~v0þM$Vs~v1þq$~v1þt$Vs

~dþt~d
�
da;

(21)

where

N ¼ Sð0Þ; M ¼ Sð1Þ þ dSð2Þ;
q ¼ sð0Þ þ dsð1Þ þ Sð2ÞVsd;

t ¼ Sð2Þ
T

d; t ¼ sð1Þ$dþ Sð2Þ$Vsd;
(22)

and, for the external power

W 0
m

�
M ; ~v0; ~v1;~d

�
¼
Z
M

�
fð0Þ$~v0 þ f

ð1Þ
$~v1 þ f ð2Þd

~d
�
da

þ
Z
vM

�
tð0Þ$~v0 þ tð1Þ$~v1 þ tð2Þd

~d
�
d[; (23)

where

f
ð1Þ ¼ fð1Þ þ dfð2Þ; f ð2Þd ¼ fð2Þ$d;

tð1Þ ¼ tð1Þ þ dtð2Þ; tð2Þd ¼ tð2Þ$d:
(24)

For simplicity, we assume that the boundary vM is partitioned into
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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disjoint parts v0mM and v1mM , with natural (essential) boundary
conditions being prescribed on the former (latter). Then, from the
arbitrariness of ð~v0; ~v1;~dÞ in the virtualepower balance

I 0
m

�
M ; ~v0; ~v1;~d

�
¼ W 0

c

�
M ; ~v0; ~v1; ~d

�
(25)

we deduce the balance equations and the corresponding natural
boundary conditions, namely,

divsNþ fð0Þ ¼ 0; in M ; (26a)

divsM� qþ f
ð1Þ ¼ 0; in M ; (26b)

divst� tþ f ð2Þd ¼ 0; in M ; (26c)

and

Nn ¼ tð0Þ; on v0mM ; (27a)

Mn ¼ tð1Þ; on v0mM ; (27b)

t$n ¼ tð2Þd ; on v0mM : (27c)

It is easily checked that the symmetry condition SFT 2 Sym entails

NbFT þMVsd
T þ q5d2Sym: (28)

The tensorial identity (28) is equivalent to

na � aa þma � d;a þ q� d ¼ 0; (29)

where na ¼ N�ga and ma ¼ M�ga. This relation can also be obtained
by imposing invariance of the internal power expended within
every part of the plate under superposed rigid velocity fields. In
view of (29), by taking the cross and scalar products of (26b) with
d we obtain, respectively,

divsðDMÞ � na � aa þ d� f
ð1Þ ¼ 0; (30a)

divs
�
MTd

�
�M$Vsd� d$qþ d$f

ð1Þ ¼ 0; (30b)

where D is the skew tensor associated to d. From (30), we can
recover the classical forms of the balances of torques and director
forces for a 6-parameter plate by setting d ¼ 0, see Refs. [30,31]. For
a 7-parameter plate, these equations are supplemented by the
second-order balance of director forces (26c).

3.2. Balance of solvent mass

In the applications consider here, a flux of solvent is prescribed
over the lateral surface of the plate, including the top and bottom
faces. The strong form of the balance of solvent mass reads

_cþ div h ¼ 0; inB ; (31a)

�h$n ¼ b; on vM � ð�h=2;þh=2Þ; (31b)

where h is the referential solvent flux, and b is a surface supply of
solvent.

With a view towards obtaining a reduced theory, we replace
the pointwise statements (31) with their weak form. Inspired
by Ref. [32], we interpret such weak form as a version of the
Please cite this article in press as: Lucantonio A, et al., Large-strain poro
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virtual-power principle whereby chemical potential is a test field
that enters along with its gradient in the power expenditure. Spe-
cifically, we prescribe the following representations for virtual ex-
penditures of internal chemical power

I h
c ðM ; ~mÞ ¼

Z
M

Zh=2
�h=2

ð _c~m� h$V~mÞdzda; (32)

and external chemical power

W h
c ðM ; ~mÞ ¼

Z
vM

Zh=2
�h=2

b~m dzd[þ
Z

M�
�
þh

2;�h
2

� b~m da: (33)

Then, the three-dimensional pointwise balance equation (31) are
recovered on imposing that the external and internal chemical
powers be balanced

I h
c ðM ; ~mÞ ¼ W h

c ðM ; ~mÞ (34)

for any virtual chemical potential ~m.
To arrive at a system of reduced equations, we enforce the

principle of virtual power (34) on the class of virtual chemical
potentials that depend linearly on z:

~mðs; zÞ ¼ ~m0ðsÞ þ z~m1ðsÞ; (35)

consistent with the representation (10) for thework-conjugate field
c. Granted (35) and using (2) with f ¼ ~m, we can write the internal
chemical power as:

I cðM ; ~m0; ~m1Þ ¼
Z
M

�
_cð0Þ~m0 þ _cð1Þ~m1 � hð0Þ$Vs~m0 � hð0Þ3 ~m1

� hð1Þ$Vs~m1

�
da; (36)

where we have introduced the moments of the concentration

cðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
cðs; zÞdz; (37)

and of the solvent flux

hðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
hðs; zÞdz; h ¼�Ph; (38a)

hðiÞ3 ðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
h3ðs; zÞdz; h3 ¼ h$�n: (38b)

Likewise, the external power becomes

W cðM ; ~m0; ~m1Þ ¼
Z
vM

�
bð0Þ~m0 þ bð1Þ~m1

�
d[

þ
Z
M

�
b
ð0Þ

~m0 þ b
ð1Þ

~m1

�
da;

(39)

where
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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bðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
bðs; zÞdz; s2vM ; (40a)

b
ðiÞðsÞ ¼

X
z¼±h

2

zi

i!
bðs; zÞdz; s2M : (40b)

With these definitions the principle of virtual power (34) may be
written as

I cðM ; ~m0; ~m1Þ ¼ W cðM ; ~m0; ~m1Þ (41)

for any ~m0 and ~m1.
We partition the boundary of M into parts v0cM and v1cM , and we

impose essential boundary conditions for the chemical potential on
v1cM . On exploiting the arbitrariness of the virtual chemical po-
tential, i.e. of the fields ~m0 and ~m1, in M∪v0cM , we obtain the balance
equations

_cð0Þ þ divsh
ð0Þ ¼ b

ð0Þ
; in M ; (42a)

_cð1Þ þ divsh
ð1Þ � hð0Þ3 ¼ b

ð1Þ
; in M ; (42b)

and the natural boundary conditions

�hð0Þ$n ¼ bð0Þ; on v0cM ; (43a)

�hð1Þ$n ¼ bð1Þ; on v0cM : (43b)

Notice that the above equations do not give explicitly the concen-
tration field. However, if we assume that the concentration field has
the representation (10), then we can obtain from (42) a set of
evolution equations for c0 and c1. To this aim, it suffices to make use
of the following identities:

cð0Þ ¼ hc0; cð1Þ ¼ h3

12
c1: (44a)

Then, the balance equation (42) become

h _c0 þ divsh
ð0Þ ¼ b

ð0Þ
; in M ; (45a)

h3

12
_c1 þ divsh

ð1Þ � hð0Þ3 ¼ b
ð1Þ

; in M : (45b)

Remark: essential boundary conditions for chemical poten-
tial. In the considerations leading to (45), essential boundary
conditions for chemical potential have been imposed only on the
lateral mantle vM �

�
�h

2;þh
2

�
of the plate. This restriction can be

easily removed, and one can impose essential conditions on parts of
the top and bottom face of the plate, to be handled bymaking use of
Lagrange multipliers. To be specific: let the boundary values of the
chemical potential field be assigned values m� and mþ on parts of
the top and bottom faces, which we denote by M þ �

�
h
2

�
and

M � �
�

h
2

�
, with M þ4M and M �4M . Then, denoting by

cþ : M/f0;1g and c� : M/f0;1g the characteristic functions of
M þ and M �, respectively, we add the following reactive term
Please cite this article in press as: Lucantonio A, et al., Large-strain poro
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W r
cðM ; ~m0; ~m1Þ ¼

Z
M

�
cþrþ

�
~m0 þ

h
2
~m1

�
þ c�r�

�
~m0 þ

h
2
~m1

��
da

to the external power (39). Then, the additional reactive contri-
butions cþrþ þ c�r� and h

2 ðcþrþ � c�r�Þ appear on the right-hand
sides of the first and second equation in (45), respectively.

4. Swelling constraint

For a poroelastic medium undergoing large strain, the
assumption of incompressibility of both the solid and the solvent
implies that the deformation gradient F and the concentration c
obey the incompressibility constraint [6,8]

J ¼ det F ¼ 1þ Uðc� c+Þ; (46)

where c+ is the homogeneous solvent concentration in the refer-
ence state. Since the deformation is a polynomial of degree 2 with
respect to z, its determinant is a polynomial of degree 6 with
respect to the same variable. Now, recalling from (10) that con-
centration is a first-order polynomial in z, the constraint (46)
cannot be satisfied pointwise.

This state of matters leads us to relax constraint (46), by
replacing it with a weak constraint

Z
M

Zh=2
�h=2

½J � 1� Uðc� c+Þ�~pdzda ¼ 0; (47)

where the virtual pressure ~p has the representation
~pðs; zÞ ¼ ~p0ðsÞ þ z~p1ðsÞ. By enforcing the weak form of the incom-
pressibility constraint with degree-1 virtual pressures we are going
to deduce, for each point s of the base surface, a set of two equations
relating the deformation with the fields c0 and c1.

From the identity J ¼ ðF�g1 � F�g2$F�nÞ=ð�g1 ��g2$�nÞ and from (5)
we find J ¼ g1 � g2$g3=�G. Thus, using (6) we compute:

J ¼
 
r0 þ zr1 þ

z2

2
r2

!
$ð1þ zdÞdþ o

�
z2
�
; (48)

with

r0 ¼ a1 � a2
�G

; r1 ¼ d;1 � a2 � d;2 � a1
�G

;

r2 ¼ dr1 þ
	
d;2a1 � d;1a2


� dþ 2d;1 � d;2
�G

:

(49)

Then, we rely on the arbitrariness of ~p0ðsÞ and ~p1ðsÞ to obtain the
pair of equations holding pointwise in M :

1þ Uðc0 � c+Þ ¼ r0$dþ h2

24
ð2dr1 þ r2Þ$d; (50a)

Uc1 ¼ ðdr0 þ r1Þ$d: (50b)

5. Thermodynamics and constitutive equations

In this section we obtain constitutive equations for the stress
resultants and the flux resultants, starting from those that govern
the large-strain behavior of three dimensional poroelastic bodies
with incompressible constituents. We first deduce general
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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relations; then, we consider the specialization of these relations to
composite polymer gel plates.

5.1. General relations

We begin by assuming that the free energy per unit referential
volume obeys the constitutive equation

j ¼ bjðF; cÞ: (51)

For P3M we write the dissipation inequality as

Z
P

Zh=2
�h=2

h
_j� p

�
F+$ _F� U _c

�i
dzda � I h

mðP ; vÞ þ I h
c ðP ;mÞ;

(52)

where I h
mðP ; vÞ and I h

c ðP ;mÞ are, respectively, themechanical and
the chemical powers given in (12) and (32) expended within a part
P � ð�h=2;þh=2Þ on the actual velocity v ¼ _z and chemical po-
tential. Here, F+ is the cofactor of F:

F+ ¼
X
i¼1

3
Jgi5�gi; (53)

where

g1 ¼ g2 � g3
G

; g2 ¼ g3 � g1
G

; g3 ¼ g1 � g2
G

;

with G ¼ g1 � g2$g3

(54)

are the contravariant basis vectors in the current configuration.
We consider evolution processes such that the deformation and

the concentration obey the restrictions (4) and (10). For any such
process, the velocity and the swelling rate (the time derivative of
the concentration) have the form

vðs; zÞ ¼ v0ðsÞ þ zv1ðsÞ þ
z2

2
v2ðsÞ; (55a)

_cðs; zÞ ¼ _c0ðsÞ þ z _c1ðsÞ: (55b)

From (55) and from the constitutive equation (51) we obtain

Zh=2
�h=2

_jdzda ¼
�
vF
bj�ðiÞ$Vsvi þ

�
vF
bj�ð0Þh�ni$v1

þ
�
vF
bj�ð1Þh�ni$v2 þ �vcbj�ð0Þ _c0 þ �vcbj�ð1Þ _c1;

(56)

where

�
vF
bj�ðiÞ ¼

0B@ Zh=2
�h=2

zi

i!
vF
bjðF; cÞdz

1CA�P; (57a)

�
vcbj�ðiÞ ¼ Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
vcbjðF; cÞdz: (57b)

Thanks to the identity (53), we have the following representation
for the pressure power:
Please cite this article in press as: Lucantonio A, et al., Large-strain poro
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Zh=2
�h=2

pF+$ _F dz ¼ SðiÞp $Vsvi þ sð0Þp $v1 þ sð1Þp $v2; (58)

where

SðiÞp ¼

0B@ Zh=2
�h=2

zi

i!
pJgadz

1CA5�ga; (59a)

sðiÞp ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
pJg3dz: (59b)

Finally, consistent with the representation of the virtual chem-
ical potential we have selected in (35) to enforce mass balance, we
assume that the chemical potential has the form

mðs; zÞ ¼ m0ðsÞ þ zm1ðsÞ: (60)

Then, with calculations analogous to those leading to (17) and (36),
the internal powers in (52) may be recast as I mðP ; viÞ and
I cðP ;m0;m1Þ, respectively, where the virtual fields in (17) and (36)
are replaced by the actual fields vi and mi.

On account of the reduced representations of the internal
powers and the expressions (56) and (58) for the time rate of the
free energy and the reactive power, the dissipation inequality (52)
reads

Z
P

���
vF
bj�ðiÞ þ SðiÞp

�
$Vsvi þ

��
vF
bj�ð0Þh�ni� sð0Þp

�
$v1

þ
��

vF
bj�ð1Þh�ni� sð1Þp

�
$v2

�
daþ

Z
P

���
vcbj�ð0Þ � pð0Þ

�
_c0

þ
��

vcbj�ð1Þ � pð1Þ
�
_c1

�
da

�
Z
P

�
SðiÞ$Vsvi þ sð0Þ$v1 þ sð1Þ$v2

�
da

þ
Z
P

�
mð0Þ _c0 þ mð1Þ _c1 � hð0Þ$Vsm0 � hð0Þ3 m1 � hð1Þ$Vsm1

�
da;

(61)

where

mðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
mðs; zÞdz; (62)

and

pðiÞðsÞ ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

zi

i!
pðs; zÞdz: (63)

Consistent with the requirement that (61) holds for every choice of
the velocities (55) we prescribe
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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SðiÞ ¼
�
vF
bj�ðiÞ � SðiÞp ; i ¼ 0;1;2; (64a)

sðiÞ ¼
�
vF
bj�ðiÞh�ni� sðiÞp ; i ¼ 0;1; (64b)

mðiÞ ¼
�
vcbj�ðiÞ þ UpðiÞ; i ¼ 0;1: (64c)

Using (64), we obtain from (61) the following reduced dissipa-
tion inequality

�
Z
P

�
hð0Þ$Vsm0 þ hð0Þ3 m1 þ hð1Þ$Vsm1

�
da � 0: (65)

A selection criterion for the constitutive equations governing
the fluxes h(0), h(1) and hð0Þ3 can be obtained by requiring consis-
tency with the three-dimensional constitutive law of Darcy type

h ¼ � cD
ℛT

Vm; (66)

where D is the solvent diffusivity, ℛ is the universal gas constant
and T is the absolute temperature. Integrating along the thickness
in accord with the definitions (38), and using the representations
(10) and (60), we have

hð0Þ ¼ � D
ℛT

h
�
c0Vsm0 þ

h2

12
c1Vsm1

�
; (67a)

hð1Þ ¼ � D
ℛT

h3

12
ðc1Vsm0 þ c0Vsm1Þ; (67b)

hð0Þ3 ¼ �c0D
ℛT

hm1: (67c)

In view of (64c), and consistent with representation (60) of the
chemical potential, we write the pressure as a linear function of z:

pðs; zÞ ¼ p0ðsÞ þ zp1ðsÞ: (68)

With this and the definitions (49), the reactive stress resultants (59)
can be rendered explicitly as

Sð0Þp ¼ h
�
p0 þ p1

h2

12
d

�
R0 þ

h3

12

�
p1 þ p0

3
2
d

�
R1; (69a)

Sð1Þp ¼ h3

12
ðdp0 þ p1ÞR0 þ

h3

12
p0R1; (69b)

Sð2Þp ¼ h3

12
p0R0; (69c)

sð0Þp ¼ hp0

�
r0 þ

h2

24
r2

�
þ h3

12
p1r1; (69d)

sð1Þp ¼ h3

12
ðp0r1 þ p1r0Þ; (69e)

where

R0 ¼ 1
�G

h
ða2 � dÞ5�g1 � ða1 � dÞ5�g2

i
; (70a)
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R1 ¼ 1
�G

h	
d;2 � d



5�g1 �

	
d;1 � d



5�g2

i
; (70b)

where we have to retained terms up to O(h3). Then, recalling (68),
we deduce the following relations from (64c):

mð0Þ ¼
�
vcbj�ð0Þ þ Uhp0; (71a)

mð1Þ ¼
�
vcbj�ð1Þ þ U

h3

12
p1: (71b)

A handier constitutive equation can be obtained by recalling that
cðs; zÞ ¼ c0ðsÞ þ zc1ðsÞ and the Taylor expansion

vcbjðF; c0Þ ¼ vcbjðF; c0Þ þ v2c
bjðF; c0Þzc1 þ v3c

bjðF; c0Þ
2

z2c21 þ o
�
z2
�

so that, by substituting in (71), and using mð0Þ ¼ hm0 and mð1Þ ¼ h3

12m1
we obtain

m0 ¼ vcbjðF; c0Þ þ h2

24
v3c
bjðF; c0Þc21 þ Up0; (72a)

m1 ¼ v2c
bjðF; c0Þc1 þ Up1: (72b)
5.2. The Flory-Rehner free energy

We assume that the reference configuration B of the polymer
gel is attained through a homogeneous swelling from the dry state
that produces a spatially-uniform spherical distortion F+ ¼ l+I,
with l+ � 1. Hence, the deformation gradient with respect to the
dry state and the polymer volume fraction in the current configu-
ration are given by, respectively,

Fd ¼ l+F and f ¼ 1=ðJ+det FÞ; (73)

where J+ ¼ det F+ and in the computation of f we have assumed
that the polymer network is incompressible. According to Gaussian
network theory, the strain energy per unit dry volume is (e.g. [33],
Eq. (3.8))

~jsðFdÞ ¼
G
2

�Fd2 � 3
�
; (74)

where G is the shear modulus of the polymer network. Thus, the
function

bjsðFÞ ¼
1
J+

~jsðl+FÞ ¼
G
2J+

�l+F2 � 3
�

(75)

yields the dependence on F of the strain energy per unit reference
volume. Moreover, for c the solvent-polymer interaction parameter,
the function (see [33], Eq. (3.68)])

~jmðfÞ ¼ ℛT
U

�
1
f
� 1

�
ðlogð1� fÞ þ cfÞ

accounts for themixing energy per unit dry volume according to the
Flory-Huggins solution theory. Now, given that the amount of sol-
vent per unit dry volume is J+c, the volume fraction in the current
configuration is f ¼ 1=ð1þ UJ+cÞ. Accordingly, given the volume
constraint (46) and (73)2, the initial solvent concentration per unit
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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reference volume is c+ ¼ (J+�1)/UJ+. Moreover,

bjmðcÞ ¼ 1
J+

~jm

�
1

1þ UJ+c

�

¼ ℛTc
�
log
�

UJ+c
1þ UJ+c

�
þ c

1
1þ UJ+c

�
(76)

is the mixing energy per unit reference volume. Summing up,

bjðF; cÞ ¼ bjsðFÞ þ bjmðcÞ (77)

represents the total Flory-Rehner free energy per unit reference
volume.

Now, starting from the general constitutive prescriptions (64),
on using the specialization (77) and (75), and on retaining terms up
to O(h3) we obtain:

Sð0Þ ¼ h
G
l+

�bF þ h2

24
ðd5Vsdþ dVsdÞ

�
� Sð0Þp ; (78a)

Sð1Þ ¼ h3

12
G
l+

Vsd� Sð1Þp ; (78b)

Sð2Þ ¼ h3

12
G
l+
bF � Sð2Þp ; (78c)

sð0Þ ¼ h
G
l+

d� sð0Þp ; (78d)

sð1Þ ¼ h3

12
G
l+

dd� sð1Þp ; (78e)

We next turn to the constitutive equation (72) which, granted (77),
become

m0 ¼ vcbjmðc0Þ þ
h2

24
v3c
bjmðc0Þc21 þ Up0; (79a)

m1 ¼ v2c
bjmðc0Þc1 þ Up1; (79b)

with
Table 1
Data, unknowns, and governing equations of the boundary-value problem arising from o
twoedimensional region and I a time interval.

Unknowns Primary
configuration fields r, d, d
concentration fields c0 and c1
pressure fields p0, p1

Equations Balance & constraint
balance of forces (26)
balance of solvent mass (45)
swelling constraint (50)

Prescribed fields Bulk load resultants f(0), f
ð1Þ

, f ð2Þd on M � I

Boundary loads t(0), tð1Þ , tð2Þd on v0mM � I ;

Constraints on the configuration fields r, d

Boundary fluxes b(0), b(1) on v0cM � I and

Constraints on the chemical potential field
Initial conditions for c0 and c1 on M � f0g
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vcbjmðc0Þ ¼ ℛT

 
log

J+Uc0
1þ J+Uc0

þ 1
1þ J+Uc0

þ c

ð1þ J+Uc0Þ2
!
;

(80a)

v2c
bjmðc0Þ ¼

ℛT
c0

1þ J+Uc0ð1� 2cÞ
ð1þ J+Uc0Þ3

; (80b)

v3c
bjmðc0Þ ¼ �ℛT

c20

1þ 4J+Uc0 þ 3J2+U
2c20ð1� 2cÞ

ð1þ J+Uc0Þ4
: (80c)

6. Applications

In this section, we validate numerically the procedure of
dimensional reduction by comparing the results obtained with the
plate theory with those obtained with the three-dimensional
model with reference to three benchmark problems, solved using
the finite element method. The three-dimensional model and the
related numerical aspects have been described in Ref. [8]. For the
reader's sake we provide in Table 1 below a summary of the initial-
boundary value problem that arises from our theory.

In what follows, the gel is supposed to be in equilibrium with a
solvent at chemical potential me. The condition of chemical equi-
librium m0 ¼ me, m1 ¼ 0 is prescribed through a couple of Lagrange
multipliers that enter the balance of solvent mass for c0 and c1 as
bulk source terms in the way illustrated in the remark at the end of
Section 3.

6.1. Bending of a cantilever plate

The first problem regards the bending of a cantilever square
plate with side length L, subject to a vertical edge load
tð0Þ ¼ �ae2; a>0 applied on the edge opposite to the clamp. The
chemical potential me of the external solvent is kept fixed to the
value, determined by the parameters GU=ℛT ¼ 0:001, l +¼ 1.5,
c ¼ 0.2, which guarantees that the unloaded configuration of the
plate is stress-free. As reported in Fig. 1, the maximum deflection
computed using the plate model excellently agrees with that
computed using the three-dimensional model, for all the thickness-
to-edge ratios h/L and vertical loads considered. In particular, we
notice that the model is able to capture large displacements cor-
responding to the case h/L ¼ 0.01 at large vertical loads. We also
notice that the 6-parameter shell model, where d≡0, significantly
ur plate theory. The problem is formulated in a spaceetime domain M � I , with M a

Secondary
stress resultants N, M, q, t, t
chemical potentials m0, m1
fluxes h(0), h(1), hð0Þ3
Constitutive
constitutive equations (22), (69) and (78), for the stress resultants
constitutive equation (67) for the solvent flux
constitutive equation (79) for the chemical potential

;

, d on v1mM � I ;

b
ð0Þ

, b
ð1Þ

on M � I ;

s m0, m1 on v1cM � I ;
.

elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
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Fig. 1. Bending of a square polymer gel plate induced by a vertical edge load with
magnitude a applied far from the clamp: comparison between the plate model and the
3D model, for GU=ℛT ¼ 0:001, l+ ¼ 1.5, c ¼ 0.2. (Top) Deformed equilibrium shape
obtained with the plate model for h/L ¼ 0.01 and a/GL ¼ 3 � 10�6. The color code
represents the dimensionless curvature qL2 of the midplane, while the black line
represents the undeformed configuration of the midplane. (Bottom) Dimensionless
vertical displacement w/h at the tip of the plate as a function of the magnitude of the
edge load, for different values of the thickness-to-edge ratio h/L: 0.01 (red), 0.014
(blue), 0.03 (green). Solid lines are the results obtained with the 3D model, while
circles are the results obtained with the plate model. The dashed line corresponds to
the 6-parameter model. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Swelling-induced wrinkling of a square polymer gel plate stretched between
clamps: comparison between the plate model and the 3D model, for GU=ℛT ¼ 0:001,
l+ ¼ 1.5, c ¼ 0.6, h/L ¼ 0.001 and me=ℛT ¼ 0. (Top) Deformed equilibrium shape ob-
tained with the plate model for the applied strain ε ¼ 1.0. The color code represents the
dimensionless vertical displacement of the midplane. (Bottom) Dimensionless vertical
displacement w/h along the line x/L ¼ 1/2 as a function of the dimensionless transverse
coordinate y/L, for ε ¼ 0.5 (top) and ε ¼ 1.0 (bottom). Solid lines and circles are the
results obtained with the 3D model and the plate model, respectively.
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underestimates the deformation of the shell, as observed previ-
ously in Ref. [1].
6.2. Swellingeinduced wrinkling

The second problem regards the swelling-induced wrinkling of
a square polymer gel plate pre-stretched between clamps. A similar
problem has been studied in Ref. [34]. First, the clamp-to-clamp
distance is increased to fix the nominal strain ε ¼ ðL0 � LÞ=L,
where L0 is the deformed distance, while keeping the chemical
potential of the solvent surrounding the plate unchanged, as in the
previous example. We consider nominal strains up to 100%, where
the large-strain constitutive equations for the plate are crucial to
accurately evaluate the initial membranal stress field. At the end of
the pre-stretch phase, the plate contracts laterally without devel-
oping wrinkles. Then, the chemical potential of the external solvent
is increased up to me=ℛT ¼ 0, which is higher than the initial
chemical potential; as result, the plate absorbs solvent and swells.
The constraint imposed by the clamps hampers lateral swelling and
thus induces transverse compressive stresses, which trigger the
wrinkling instability, as shown in the equilibrium shape of the
Please cite this article in press as: Lucantonio A, et al., Large-strain poro
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wrinkled plate depicted in Fig. 2. Compared to the three-
dimensional model, the plate model accurately captures ampli-
tude and wavelength of the equilibrium wrinkling pattern, both
decreasing with the nominal strain, in agreement with experi-
mental observations.
6.3. Polymer gel composite plates

Inspired by the natural world, where plants adjust their shape
by exploiting local changes in swelling, several approaches to shape
morphing of polymer gel plates have been proposed. These ap-
proaches typically involve the fabrication of polymer gel composite
plates [35], either through the embedding of appropriately oriented
reinforcing fibers [36,37], or by introducing a spatial modulation of
the cross-linking density of the polymer matrix [22e24]. In-plane
stresses arising from non-homogeneous swelling drive the trans-
formation of the initial, flat configuration into complex, three-
dimensional shapes.

Here, we study a problem similar to that presented in Ref. [38].
We consider a circular plate consisting of an inner disk with radius
Ri and a circular annulus with external radius Re. The disk and the
annulus are made of two polymeric materials with different shear
moduli Gi and Ge, respectively, obtained by varying the cross-
linking density. We fix the geometrical ratios of the structure as
Ri/Re ¼ 3/10, Re/h ¼ 20, and the solvent-polymer interaction
elastic plate theory for polymer gels with applications to swelling-
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2016.09.063



Fig. 3. Swelling-induced morphing of saddle-like and hat-like shapes. Deformed equilibrium shapes obtained with the plate model for Gi/Ge ¼ 3 (left) and Gi/Ge ¼ 1/3 (right). The
color code represents the dimensionless Gaussian curvature Kh2 of the midplane. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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parameter as c ¼ 0.2. The initial swelling of the stiff and soft ma-
terials is determined by the swelling ratio l+ z 1.8. Upon
increasing the chemical potential of the external solvent up to me/
ℛT ¼ 0, incompatible, differential swelling of the disk and the
annulus associated with their non-homogeneous stiffness induces
compressive stresses that are relieved by out-of-plane buckling.

In the case of stiffer inner disk, the mid-surface of the plate
transforms into a saddle-like surface, while in the case of stiffer
annulus a hat-like structure is formed, as reported in Fig. 3. As
expected, the Gaussian curvature K ¼ detVsnðsÞ=detbF of the
deformed mid-surface is negative (positive) over most of the inner
disk in the saddle-like (hat-like) case, while a change in sign of K
occurs across the interface between the disk and the annulus.

7. Conclusions

Starting from three-dimensional poroelasticity we have derived
a novel fullyenonlinear plate theory describing transient swelling
of a thin slab made of an incompressible elastic solid permeated by
an incompressible fluid. We have specialized our theory to the case
of polymer gels, whose free energy is given by the standard Flory-
Rehner expression, and we have implemented the weak formula-
tion of the resultingmathematical model into a finite element code.

Our numerical benchmarks confirm that the theory delivers
accurate results, in good agreement with the parent three-
dimensional theory. However, since the plate theory is formu-
lated in a two-dimensional domain, its numerical solution is
inherently less demanding than that of the fullefledged parent
three dimensional theory. This computational efficiency is a
desirable feature when dealing with non-linear problems involving
bifurcations, such as the swelling-induced wrinkling of a pre-
stretched membrane and the shape morphing of composite plates
(discussed in Section 6), or with optimization problems for the
design and patterning of gel-based composite thin structures.

Differently from existing plate theories for the morphing of thin
polymer gels, such as, for instance, those based on the non-
Euclidean plate theory [13], our model provides a relation be-
tween elastic modulus of the polymer network and swelling,
without introducing phenomenological laws derived from the
fitting of experimental data. As a result, our model can be used as a
predictive tool to study swelling-induced deformations of com-
posite gel plates, with minimal input needed from experiments for
the calibration of model parameters.

As we have seen in Section 6, in order to fully exploit the flex-
ibility and accuracy of our model, numerical methods are usually
required. Yet, this model can serve as starting point to derive
simplified theories with a reduced number of degrees of freedom,
to be used in specific applications. For example, in bending-
dominated problems involving thin plates free from loads or con-
straints (i.e. the benchmark presented in Section 6.3), small strain
Please cite this article in press as: Lucantonio A, et al., Large-strain poro
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(superimposed to the free swelling in-plane stretches) and plane
stress hypotheses are usually appropriate. These hypotheses,
together with scaling assumptions on the components of the
displacement field, may lead to more treatable models from the
analytical viewpoint, such as F€oppl-von K�arm�an plate theories.
Nevertheless, we expect the presentmodel to performwell even for
moderately thick plates, where the unshearability hypothesis may
need to be relaxed, and for problems involving large in-plane forces
(i.e. the benchmark presented in Section 6.2), where constitutive
non-linearities are relevant.
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